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Thesis Summary 
Regenerative medicine and Organ-on-Chip technology attract high attention, as expects innovative cell 
culture and detachment methods in vitro. For instance, tailor-made cell patterning or cell sheet 
fabrication have been required. Although these operations can be performed with special vessels and 
environment, same operation should be done with ubiquitous culture vessels and environment further 
popularization. Thus, we developed a cell patterning method and cell sheet fabrication method in 
ubiquitous culture vessels by using ultrasonic vibration.  
Ultrasonic vibration propagated from an ultrasonic transducer set beneath the culture vessels gives 
cells acoustic radiation pressure resulting in cell manipulation. Acoustic radiation pressure having spatial 
distributions may pattern cells into positions having minimum pressure, while propagation of 
homogeneous pressure on culture surfaces may result in detachment of cell sheets.  
First, we fabricated a plate-like transducer having kHz order resonance frequencies to confirm cell 
manipulation by kHz order ultrasonic having relatively small attenuation. When seeding cells on the 
transducer exciting resonance vibrations, cells were patterned into the nodal shape of resonance 
vibrations. Further, this patterning has adequate vibration displacement for each resonance frequency. 
Possibility of cell manipulation with kHz ultrasonic was demonstrated from this result. 
Second, we patterned cells in ubiquitous culture dish by propagating ultrasonic from the underneath of 
the dish. Even in the dish, cells can be patterned into nodal shape of resonance vibrations excited on the 
transducer set beneath the dish. Further, biocompatibility of the cell patterning using ultrasonic was 
demonstrated by estimating cell proliferation and protein expression of the patterned cells. 
Finally, we fabricated cell sheets by propagating ultrasonic on culture vessel surfaces having confluent 
cells. Further, activity of fabricated cell sheets was compared to those fabricated by established and 
clinically used method, and we demonstrated the proposed method efficiently fabricates cell sheets 
having higher metabolism and normal functions.  
As above, we developed cell patterning method and cell sheet fabrication method using ultrasonic 
vibration.  
 
 
